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Demonstration—Remote Network 
Access via VPN

Corporate Servers

VPN Server/Gateway

Internet/ 
Unsecure Network

VPN Tunnel           Encrypted Traffic to the Corporate Server

Remote User
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Introduction 
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What Is a Virtual Private Network (VPN)?

A Remote Access VPN secures connections for remote users, such 
as mobile users or telecommuters, to corporate LANs over shared 
service provider networks

Homeworker 
with VPN Client 

Software

Homeworker 
with VPN Router

Branch Office 
with VPN Router

Teleworker with 
VPN Client Software

Dial-Up User with 
VPN Client Software

Corporate HQ

Wireless Client 
with VPN Client Software

Public Telephone 
Network

Internet

Wireless 
Hotspot
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Wireless: A New Big Driver for VPNs

An access point (AP) is a shared device
Remember the performance issues of shared hubs
Bridges, and other devices allow for interconnection
Protocols and applications work seamlessly

Internet
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Basic VPN Terms

Internet

Router to Router VPN Gateway 
(Extranet)

VPN Client to Router VPN via Dial-Up 
(Access VPN)

Internet

Other Vendors to Router VPN 
(Extranet)

Internet

Router to VPN Firewall Gateway 
(Extranet)

VPN Client to Router VPN Network 
(Intranet)
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Using Site-to-Site VPNs

Central Site

Intranet
Branch/Remote Office

Extranet
Business-to-Business

VPN

VPN

VPN

VPN

Frame Relay
WAN Network

Internet VPN
PSTN/ISDN
Broadband

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The site to site or intranet and extranet VPNs can be established between the intranet, extranet and the central sites over this public network, like the internet, PSTN, ISDN or broadband. What are site to site VPNs? Site to site VPNs is a term often used to describe an IPSec tunnel between two LANS or local area networks. They are also called as LAN to LAN VPNs. LAN to LAN VPNs are created when two private networks are merged across a public network such that the users on either of these networks can access resources on the other network, as if they were on their own private network. Intranet and extranet VPNs are the different site to site VPNs. So what is an intranet VPN? Intranet VPN are created to connect two or more private networks within the same organization. These often come into existence where a remote office needs to be connected to headquarters of the corporate office. Extranet VPNs are also used to connect private networks, belonging to more then one organizational unit. These are often used in b to b scenarios in which two companies want to conduct business together e.g. a companies partner can also be allowed to use the companies resources by giving them access through a VPN across the internet. 
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Central Site

Router

Or

Or

Using Remote-Access VPNs

Remote Access Client
Cisco VPN Clients (IPSec)
Microsoft Win 9x/NT/2000/XP (LTTPP)
Thire-party VPN client (PPTP)

Remote Access Gateway
Cisco WAN Router
Cisco Secure PIX Firewall
Or IPSec or PPTP aware device to provide 
firewall/VPN Tunnel Termination

Mobile

Remote Access Client

Telecommuter
POP

POP

Internet

Extranet 
Consumer-to-Consumer

DSL 
Cable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know what a site to site VPN is let’s move on and learn what the other type of VPN is, which is know as the remote access VPNs or the client IPSec VPNs. Client IPSec VPNs are created when a remote user or a road warrior or telecommuters as they are popularly known as connects to an IPSec server and built and encrypted tunnel across the shared public infrastructure like a dialup cable or DSL to an IPSec termination device located at the edge of the private network which in this diagram is an enterprise or central site to which a client wants to connect and be a part of. The IPSec termination device can be a router, PIX or any other IPSec aware device. With the remote access VPNs the advantages are that the corporate network can be accessed from anywhere and easier to deeply and manage at lower costs. 
To be able to establish a remote access client IPSec VPN successfully we need to first follow two steps, one is we need to have connection to the shared public infrastructure like the internet. Two we need to have an IPSec client installed on the remote users machine. Examples of IPSec clients are our very own Cisco VPN clients or third party clients like the PPtp or the LTTPP over IPSec from Microsoft or the Nortel’s VPN clients 
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VPN Components

GRE

L2TP

MPLS

PPTP
TCP Checksum 

AH in IPSec

Prevent Tampering
Integrity

Increase Protection
Encryption

Separate Data
Tunneling

Identify Source
Authentication

IPSec

DES, 3 DES

MPPE

PKI

RSARSA
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Subtitle

VPN Security
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What a VPN Must Provide

Confidentiality

AvailabilityIn
te

gr
ity
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Network Security Model

Confidentiality

Data Security Assurance Model (CIA)

Benefit
Ensures data is 
unaltered during 
transit

Shuns
Alteration
Replay

Benefit
Ensures identity of 
originator or recipient 
of data

Shuns
Impersonation
Replay

Integrity Authentication

Data Confidentiality and Data Integrity Depend on 
Encryption and Encapsulation

Benefit

Ensures data privacy

Shuns

Sniffing

Replay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The model provides 3 aspects of the IPSec
Confidentiality – ensures the traffic is encrypted, protecting from sniffing and reply
Integrity – encrypting traffic not always guarantees that the traffic won’t be altered during the transmission. The packets can be captured – decrypted - altered – encrypted. With the integrity we guarantee that the traffic is not altered.
Authentication – if the keys are compromised -  we loose the authenticity of the traffic. Make sure the traffic is exchanged b/w the right peers.
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VPN Technology Options

Application 
Layer (5–7)

Transport/ 
Network 
Layer (3–4)

Link/Physical 
Layer (1–2)

GRE 
PPTP 
L2TP 
MPLS

IPSEC 
MPPE

Link-Layer 
Encryption

Link-Layer 
Encryption

Application Layer SSLSSH

Network Layer
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What Is an IPSec VPN?

Internet Protocol Security
A set of security protocols and algorithms used 
to secure IP data at the network layer

IPSec provides data confidentiality (encryption), 
integrity (hash), authentication (signature/certificates) 
of IP packets while maintaining the ability to route 
them through existing IP networks
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Advantages of IPSec 

Access VPNs
Classic site-to-site managed VPNs
Trusted MPLS VPNs

Business Partner

Remote Office Regional Office

Main Office

Home Office

POP

Service Provider

Mobile 
Worker

Mobile 
Worker
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IPSec Key Points

IPSec can ensure the confidentiality 
and/or the authenticity of IP packets

The key points are
Two modes of propagation 
(transport and tunnel)
Security associations (SAs)
Two types of header (ESP and AH)

IP Header

AH Header

ESP Header

IP Data 
(Encrypted)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understand IPSec
Two modes of propagation:
Transport – maintain the original enacpsulation, so the IP add must be routable on the Internet. Used in a GRE tunnel
Tunnel – encapsulate the original header, used in case with non routable addresses
IPSec can be configured to work in two different modes:
Tunnel Mode - This is the normal way in which IPSec is implemented between two PIX Firewall units (or other security gateways) that are connected over an untrusted network, such as the public Internet.
Transport Mode - This method of implementing IPSec is typically done with L2TP to allow authentication of native Windows 2000 VPN clients. For information about configuring L2TP, refer to “Using PPTP for Remote Access,” in Chapter 8, “Managing VPN Remote Access.”
SA - The secure tunnels used in both phases of IPSec are based on security associations (SAs) used at each IPSec end point. SAs describe the security parameters, such as the type of authentication and encryption that both end points agree to use.
IKE uses one SA for both sites. IPsec uses two Sas on each site.
Two different security protocols are included within the IPSec standard:
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)—Provides authentication, encryption, and anti-replay services.
Authentication Header (AH)—Provides authentication and anti-replay services.
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IPSec Framework

ESP—Encapsulating Security Payload
AH—Authentication Header 
AES—Advanced Encryption Standard

MD5, SHA—Authentication 
DH—Diffie-Hellman Identifier to Derive 
the Share Secret 

IPSec 
Framework

IPSec Protocol

Encryption

Authentication

DH

MD5 SHA

DH1 DH2 DH5

ESP ESP 
+ AH AH

DES 3 
DES AES

Choices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)—Provides authentication, encryption, and anti-replay services.
Authentication Header (AH)—Provides authentication and anti-replay services.
DES, 3DES, AES - Specifies the symmetric encryption algorithm used to protect user data transmitted between two IPSec peers. The default is 56-bit DES-CBC, which is less secure and faster than the alternatives.
The Advanced Encryption Standard  (AES) is introduced with PIX Firewall version 6.3 and supports three different key lengths of 128, 192, 256 bytes.
Authentication - Specifies the hash algorithm used to ensure data integrity. The default is SHA-1. MD5 has a smaller digest and is considered to be slightly faster than SHA-1. There has been a demonstrated successful (but extremely difficult) attack against MD5; however, the HMAC variant used by IKE prevents this attack.
Diffie-Hellman - Specifies the Diffie-Hellman group identifier, which is used by the two IPSec peers to derive a shared secret without transmitting it to each other. The default, Group 1 (768-bit Diffie-Hellman) requires less CPU time to execute but is less secure than Group 2 (1024-bit Diffie-Hellman).
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Two Types of IPSec Security Protocols

Ensures data integrity
Provides origin authentication—
ensures packets definitely came 
from peer router

Uses keyed-hash mechanism
Does not provide confidentiality 
(no encryption)
Provides optional replay protection

Router A Router B
All Data in Cleartext

Authentication Header

Data confidentiality (encryption)
Limited traffic flow confidentiality
Data integrity

Optional data origin authentication
Anti-replay protection
Does not protect IP header

Router A Router B
Data Payload Is Encrypted

Encapsulating Security Payload
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IP Header with IPSec Information

IP Header

AH Header

ESP Header

IP Data 
(Encrypted)

IP Header AH Header ESP Header IP Data
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IPSec in a Standards World

Standards-Based Cryptography
IKE, IPSec, 3DES
Equipment/vendor interoperability

Headquarters

Firewall

Router

Firewall

Remote Office

Periodic Re-Key

Internet/IP VPN

CERTIFICATE
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IKE Benefits an IPSec Environment

Ensure confidential communications in an unsecured network

Also known as the Key Management Nightmare!!!

UNIVERSITY
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IPSec: Building a Connection

Two-phase protocol:
Phase 1 exchange: two peers establish a secure, authenticated channel 
with which to communicate; Main mode or Aggressive mode accomplishes 
a Phase 1 exchange
Phase 2 exchange: security associations are negotiated on behalf of IPSec 
services; Quick mode accomplishes a Phase 2 exchange

Each phase has its SAs: ISAKMP SA (Phase 1) and IPSec SA
(Phase 2)

Data

IKE (Phase 2)

IKE (Phase 1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OVERLAP WITH INTRO PRESO
PHASE1 – IKE
Establishment of a secure, authenticated channel
Main mode or Aggressive mode
We will focus on Main mode as this is most common
PHASE 2 – IPSec
SA Negotiation for IPSec services

RESULT OF PHASE 1 & PHASE 2
1 bi-directional SA for ISAKMP
2 uni-directional SAs for IPSec
A security association is uniquely Identified by three parameters:
 Security Parameter Index (SPI)
 IP Destination Address
Security Protocol Identifier (AH or ESP SA)
Extra Info – not discussed here
IPSec combines 3 main protocols to form a cohesive security framework – most commonly, the first two…
IKE   -----|
ESP  -----|   IKE & ESP = RFC2409
AH
IKE is used to negotiate the parameters between the two IPSec peers for tunnel establishment
Combination of three protocols
SKEME
OAKLEY
ISAKMP – architecture for message exchange including packet formats & state transitions
ESP provides the encapsulation mechanism for IPSec Traffic
Encrypting, authenticating & securing data
AH authenticates and secures data
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How Does IKE/IPSec Work?

Quick Mode Quick Mode

Phase I SA (ISAKMP SA)

Phase II SA
(IPSec SA)

Phase II SA
(IPSec SA)

New IPSec Tunnel or Rekey

Main Mode
(6 Messages)

Aggressive Mode
(3 Messages)

A Protected Data       B C Protected Data       D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s learn a little more in-depth as to how IKE works. As discussed earlier IKE is a two phased protocol.
Phase one is accomplished using main mode or aggressive mode exchanges between the peers. Main mode exchange takes place to an exchange of a total of six exchange or packets between the two IPSEC peers. If aggressive mode is used only three messages complete phase one of the exchange. The primary goals of main mode or aggressive mode are, one, agreeing on a set of parameters that are to be used to authenticate the two peers and to encrypt a portion of the main mode and all of the quick mode exchange. None of the aggressive mode is encrypted, if it is used as a method of negotiation. 
Two, authenticate the peers to each other. 
Three, generate keys that can be used to generate key material for the actual encryption of the data as soon as the negotiations have been completed. All of the information negotiated in the main mode or aggressive mode including the keys that are later used to generate the keys used to encrypt the data is stored in what is know as IKE or ISAKMP security association. Any two IPSec peers have only one ISAKMP security association between them. Phase two is accomplished using quick mode exchanges. The primary goal of the quick mode is to allow the two peers to agree on a set of attributes from creating the phase two or the IPSec security associations that will be used to encrypt, in the case of ESP protocol the data between the two hosts. Some of the common types of negotiations that IKE carries out are main mode using the pre-shed key followed by the quick mode negation or main mode or aggressive mode using the digital signature authentication. Certificate based authentication followed by the quick mode negotiation. 
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ISAKMP Main, Quick and Aggressive Modes

1

2

3

HeaderHashSA[Key]

HashHeader SA [Key]

HeaderHash

NonceID/ID

Nonce ID /ID

ISAKMP
Main Mode
(Phase 1)

ISAKMP
Quick Mode

(Phase 2)

HeaderSA

SAHeader

HeaderKey

HeaderID

KeyHeader

IDHeader

Nonce

Nonce

[ Cert ] Sig

[ Cert ]Sig

1

2

3

4

5

6

R
E
S
P
O
N
D
E
R

I
N
I
T
I
A
T
O
R

Header SA [Key] Nonce ID

HeaderSA[Key]NonceID 1

2

3Header[Cert]

[Cert] Sig

Sig

ISAKMP
Aggressive Mode

(Phase 1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first two messages in the IKE main mode negotiations are used to negotiate various values, hash mechanisms and encryption mechanisms to use for the later half of the IKE negotiations. In addition information that will be used to generate keying material for the two peers to be exchanged. Let’s look at the first messages sent across by the IPSec initiator to the responder and look at the various fields in this message. The ISKAMP header contains the initiators cookie and the responder’s cookie is left at zero for the responder to calculate and fill in. the next payload field contains a value signifying that the next payload is the SA payload. The initiator and the responder must calculate what are known as cookies, these are used as identifiers of a negotiation exchange, they are mainly used for anti-clocking purposes. The SA payload contains two important pieces of information. Because ISAKMP is a generic protocol with a packet and message formats that can be used to negotiate any number of protocols. It is very important to specify that this particular ISAKMP exchange is taking place for IPSec negotiation. Therefore the SA payload contains a domain of interpretation on the doi* which says that’s the message exchange is for IPSec. The other important piece of information is the situation. The situation definition is a 32 bit mask that represents the environment under which the IPSec SA proposal and negotiations are carried out. The situations provides the information that the responder can use to make a policy determination about how to process the incoming security association requests. The IKE SA attributes include the attributes the initiator wants the responder to agree on, these include the type of hash to use in various keying materials, later in the negotiation. The encryption mechanism to use to encrypt IKE negotiation messages. As soon as the shared secret has been established. The Diffie-Hellman exchange mechanisms to use the method of authentication to use and the time out values of the IKE SAs negotiated. Message two is a response for the responder to the packet that was send by the initiator. Most of the fields are the same as in the packet sent by the initiator except for the ISAKMP header the proposal payload and the transform payload say hi to with the pre shared secret or the certificates to authenticate the two peers to each other. Coming back to the IKE, in order to calculate the Diffie-Hellman secret between the two peers. The two peers calculate the Diffie-Hellman public values and send them to each other. In addition a value known as a nonce which is basically a very large random number is generated using certain mathematical techniques is exchanged. Let’s go back to the messages. The third message which is sent from the initiator to the responder. The ISAKMP header is similar to the one contained in the earlier messages complete with cookies, however two new payloads are introduced in this message. The key exchange payload and the nonce payload. The key exchange payload or KE payload is used to carry the Diffie-Hellman public value XA, generated during Diffie-Hellman negotiation. The nonce payload contains the nonce generated in accordance with the preceding discussion. The first message is sent from the responder to the initiator, it is very similar to message three in that it contains the responding Diffie-Hellman public value and the nonce for the responder. Before messages five and six can be send the two peers must calculate the Diffie-Hellman shared secret. In addition based on the exchanged nonce, the Diffie-Hellman secret is calculated and the pre-shed keys stored on the two peers, the three set of keys called the session keys or the skey ID, D, A, and E must be generated. These will be used to authenticate the two peers to each other as well as to encrypt subsequent IKE exchanges. These keys are generated by each peer, they come out to be the same on both ends due to the nature of the Diffie-Hellman exchange and the rest of the elements used to generate the keys. Let’s talk a little more in details about the keys. The SK ID D is the key which is used to calculate subsequent IP keying material. The SK ID A is used to provide data integrity and authentication to subsequent IKE messages. SK ID E is used to encrypt subsequent IKE messages. Now that both the ends have the keying material generated the rest of the IKE exchange can occur confidentially using SK ID E. Message five is sent with the usual ISKAMP header but it contains two new payload, the identity payload and the hash payload. The identity payload contains information about the identity of the initiator, this is in the form of the imitator’s IP address of host name. The hash payload is calculated based on a pseudo-random function of the SK ID the cookie, the preshared key the SA payload and the proposals. The hash is used for authentication purposes. The responder calculated the same hash on its end. If the two hashes come out to be the same the authentication is said to have taken place. Message six is very similar to message five in the responder sends the corresponding authentication material and its ID. Now that we are done with phase one let’s go ahead and look at the messages that are sent across phase two. Message one from the initiator to the responder in quick mode contains payloads which we have already seen in the main mode negotiations. The hash payload contains a hash calculated on some of the elements that were agreed on in phase one as well as some of the payloads contained in this message itself. The purpose of the hash is to authenticate the peer again, in addition the message contains proposals and transform pairs for the IPSec SAs to be formed. The proposal payload includes the types of encapsulation to use, AH or ESP or a spy. The spy is an interesting element. It is a 32 bit number that is chosen by the initiator to uniquely identify the outgoing IPSec SA that is generated as a result of this negotiation in its database of security associations. It might be talking to a lot more then one peer at a time. The responder on seeing the spy makes sure that it is not the same as one of the spies it has using and starts using for its incoming IPSec SA. It also proposes a spy for its outgoing and the initiator’s incoming SA, which the initiator agrees to after checking its database. The associated transform payload include parameters such as tunnel or transport mode, sha, md5 for integrity checking, in ESP or AH and lifetimes for the IPSec security associations. A new payload type introduced in this message is the ID payload. The ID payload contains the proxy identities on whose behalf the initiator does the negotiation, these are generally IP address subnets but they can have more fields such as a port 2. in case of a site to site IPSec setup, with two gateways doing IPSec negotiations with each other the proxy IDs are based on rules defined on the gateways, that define what type of traffic is supposed to be encrypted by the peers. Note that most of the message is still encrypted using one of the keys generated in phase one. The second message is send by the responder in response to the initiator’s first message. The fields are pretty much the same with a few changes, most notably only the proposal and the transformed payloads that were acceptable are returned to the initiator. The proposal payload contains the spy of the outgoing SA for the responder, rather then the spy that was sent by the initiator. The hash payload contains the hash of only the payloads that are contained in this message. This hash acts as a proof of the responders liveness cause it contains a hash of the two latest nonce and the message ID, proving to the initiator that he responder has indeed received its initial packet and is ready to receive its encrypted messages. The responder looks at the ID offered by the initiator in the ID payloads and compares them to the proxy IDs defined on itself. If its policy permits the IDs that are being offered by the initiator then the negotiation continues otherwise a failure occurs. The last message of IKE exchanges sent to verify the liveness of the responder. This is necessary for two reasons, the first reason is that the responder needs some way to know that the initiator received its first and only message of the quick mode and correctly process it. The second reason is to avoid a limited denial of service attack orchestrated by an attacker by replaying a first message of the quick mode exchange from the initiator to the receiver. By sending another message with the correct message ID and latest nonces hashed the initiator proves to the responder that it has not only received its nonces but is also alive and a current peer. Now that we are done with the main mode and the quick mode. Let look at the aggressive mode in which only three messages are exchanged. The preparation for sending messages 1 and 2 in the aggressive mode is the same as the combinations of preparations done in main mode prior to sending messages 1,2,3 and 4. Essentially all the information needed to generate the Diffie-Hellman secret is exchanged in the first two messages between the two peers, no opportunity is given to negotiate the DH group, by offering a series of DH group values by the initiator to the receiver instead both have to agree on a Diffie-Hellman group immediately or fail negotiation. In addition if the pre shed method of authentication is being used in the aggressive mode the identity of the peer that is also exchanged in the first two packets is sent in the clear. This is unlike main mode negotiation however the advantage of this is that the ID can now be used to search for the pre shed key belonging to the peer. The first message sent by the initiator contains all the material for the responder to generate a Diffie- Hellman secret. This means that the initiator sends the key exchange payload and the nonce payload with the appropriate values generated in them. In addition an ID payload is sent. The message also includes one or more pair of proposals and transform payloads from the responder to chose from. Upon the receipt of the first packet the responder has all the material it needs to generate the Diffie-Hellman secret. For example if pre shed key is used it then uses the Diffie-Hellman secret and a pre shed secret along with other attributes to calculate the three keys just as it is done in the main mode. Having using the keys it uses SK IDs to generate hash_R for authentication purposes. Message two send by the responder to the initiator contains the proposal and the transform pair to which the responder has agreed as well as the hash for authentication purposes generated by the responder. It also contains all the material the initiator needs to generate its Diffie-Hellman secret. The message also contains the responders ID. On receipt of message two the initiator calculates Diffie-Hellman secret as well, finds the pre-shed key generates the s key and precedes to generate hash_I on its own. If the hash it generates matches the one sent by the responder authentication is supposed to have occurred. The imitator now generates hash I to allow the responder to do the authentication as well. The initiator sends message three of the exchange containing a hash payload with the hash initiator it has generated. On receipt of this hash the responder generates hash on its own and compares it with the hash of the initiator it has received, if they match authentication is supposed to have occurred on the responder and as well. This concludes the aggressive mode. The keying material has been generated and the peers have been authenticated. The quick mode that follows the aggressive mode is exactly the same that follows the main mode. 
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What Is a Web/SSL VPN?

Uses certificates for identification

Private key used to prove identity

SSL server provides all encryption keys

Originally for HTTP/Web applications

Certificate

Certificate
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Wireless LAN

Web/SSL VPN Features

Feature
Access to internal web sites (HTTP/HTTPS) including filtering
Access to internal Windows (CIFS) File Shares
TCP port forwarding for legacy application support
Access to e-mail via POP, SMTP, and IMAP4 over SSL

Corporate 
Network

Broadband 
Provider

ISP

Access 
Point

Broadband 
Modem

ASA FirewallWebVPN

WebVPN
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Web/SSL VPN and IPSec Comparison

WebVPN
Uses a standard web browser to 
access the corporate network

SSL encryption native to browser 
provides transport security

Application accessed through 
browser portal

Limited client/server application 
accessed using applets

IPSEC VPN
Uses purpose built client 
software for network access

Client provides encryption 
and desktop security

Client establishes seamless 
connection to network

All application are accessible 
through their native interface
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What Is a PPTP VPN?

Point to Point Tunneling Protocol

PPTP is a network protocol used in the implementation 
of Virtual Private Networks (VPN); RFC 2637 is the 
PPTP technical specification 

PPTP works on a client server model; PPTP clients are 
included by default in Microsoft Windows and also 
available for both Linux and Mac OS X; newer VPN 
technologies like L2TP and IPSec may replace PPTP 
someday, but PPTP/MPPE remains a popular network 
protocol especially on Windows computers 
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VPN Technology Options

Application 
Layer (5–7)

Transport/ 
Network 
Layer (3–4)

Link/Physical 
Layer (1–2)

GRE 
PPTP 
L2TP 
MPLS

IPSEC 
MPPE

Link-Layer 
Encryption

Link-Layer 
Encryption

Application Layer SSLSSH

Network Layer
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Benefits of PPTP

PPTP
PPoE is point-point protocol over Ethernet
Single tunnel between end-points: Single device support (GRE = generic routing encapsulation)
Six bytes over overhead when compression used
No tunnel authentication
With RADIUS server supports authentication and accounting
CHAP V2 fixes password, masquerading, and encryption weakness
40 or 128 bit RC4 packet encryption

Internet

Organization 
Secure 
Network

PPP IP GRE PPP IP TCP User Data

IP GRE PPP IP TCP User Data

GRE PPP IP TCP User Data

PPP IP TCP User Data

IP TCP User Data

TCP User Data

User Data
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Is PPTP Secure? Yes

Challenge

Response
New Client Key

New Server Key

Encrypted Packet

Connection Request

Response
Challenge

New Client Key
New Server Key
Encrypted Packet

Internet
Organization 

Secure 
Network

CHAP V2 Authentication with 40 or 128 bit RC4 Encryption
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VPN Technology Comparison

Application to Application SSL

End to End IPSec Transport Mode

Gateway to Gateway PPTP L2TP/IPSec 
IPSec Tunnel Mode

Client to Gateway PPTP L2TP/IPSec

PPTP—Point to Point Tunneling Protocol—Layer 2—Multiprotocol
L2TP/IPSec—Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol—Multiprotocol—Encryption and Authentication
IPSec—IP Security—Layer 3—IP Protocol—Encryption and Authentication
SSL—Secure Sockets Layer—Layer 6/7—Application—Encryption and Authentication

Simplicity 
Low Cost

Advanced 
Security
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Group Exercise 
Configuring 
VPNs Lab
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Summary

Demonstration

Introduction to VPNs

VPN Security (IPSec, PPTP, SSL)

VPN Technology Comparison

VPN Group Exercise
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